
Unique as every face
Respironics Profile Lite adapts to facial features for
a custom fit every time.

This fully-customizable nasal gel mask

fits comfortably right off the shelf, yet

is designed to be easily contoured to

the unique shape of any wearer’s face

in just minutes.

Thanks to a soft, light cushion and

Respironics’ proven gel technology,

the Profile Lite nasal gel mask offers an

unmatched, personalized seal.A simple

customization process allows you to quickly

mold the mask to a wearer’s facial contours.

Profile Lite provides the simplest, most

sensible way to achieve the highest level

of comfort and performance for all wearers–

men, women, and even your pediatric

patients. It’s just one more way we’re

helping you fit 100% of your patients,

100% of the time.
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Custom fitting Profile Lite is easy.
Simply boil, cool, and press the mask
into place on your patient’s face.

Before molding: standard
contour shape

After molding: customized
contour shape

Soft gel cushion conforms

to contour of forehead.

Built-in flap conforms

to the contours of the

nose to reduce leaks.

Unique outer layer is a soft,

comfortable gel cushion.

Swivel allows tubing

to move freely.

Built-in silent exhalation

port disperses the air for

quiet operation.

Pressure ports allow pressure

to be measured at the mask.

Inner layer, when customized,

molds to facial contours.

Item

Profile Lite mask With headgear Mask only

Small 1004114 1002852

Medium small 1004115 1002375

Medium 1004116 1002376

Profile Lite mask With deluxe headgear With deluxe headgear,
no exhalation port

Petite 1004113 1006314

Small 1004114 1006315

Medium-small 1004115 1006316

Medium mask 1004116 1006317

Medium-wide 1004117 1006318

Large 1004118 1006319

Large-narrow 1004119 1006320

Parts and accessories Part number

Deluxe headgear 1002801

Deluxe headgear, small 1018755

Exhalation elbow kit 1004395

Gel retrofit forehead spacer, small 1004292

Gel retrofit forehead spacer, large 1004291

Gel retrofit forehead spacer, extra large 1008869

Gel retrofit forehead spacer, assortment pack 1009857
(3 small, 1 large, 3 extra large)
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CAUTION: US federal law restricts these devices to sale by or on the order of a
physician.
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